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The set l(iZ.) of eigenvalues of symmetric matrices over .Z is shown to be the set 
of all totally real algebraic integers. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
The interest in determining the set &p(Z) of eigenvalues of symmetric 
matrices over the integers Z stems from recent inquiries by both 
A. Hoffman [3] and C. Delorme [2] as to what algebraic integers occur 
as eigenvalues for the incidence matrix of a graph. In fact, Hoffman showed 
that the set of such eigenvalues coincides with 8(Z) and posed the question 
as to whether b(Z) is the set of all totally real algebraic integers. In this 
note we will answer Hoffman’s question in the affirmative (Theorem 1). 
A future article by H. Bass, R. M. Guralnick, and D. R. Estes will address 
these questions for arbitrary commutative rings. The analogous question 
over Q was answered by F. Krakowski [4 J, and E. Bender [l] showed 
that a totally real algebraic number of degree n over Q occurs as an eigen- 
value of a symmetric k x k matrix over Q with k = n if n is odd and k = n 
or n + 1 when n is even. The approach herein is similar to that of Bender’s 
in that work of 0. Taussky [7] on relationships between ideal classes and 
integral similarity classes is used to initiate the development. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for an algebraic integer 
6 to occur as an eigenvalue for a symmetric matrix having rational integer 
entries is that 6 be totally real. 
The condition that 6 be totally real is clearly necessary since a symmetric 
matrix over the real numbers is diagonalizable. The proof of the reverse 
containment is presented as a series of lemmas. First the notation: let R be 
an integral domain with field of quotients F, P the algebraic closure of F, 
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M,(R) the ring of n x n matrices over R, GL,(R) the group of invertible 
n x n matrices over R, cls, U the orbit of U under conjugation by GL,(R) 
(the R-similarity class of U), u’ the transpose of U, and Z, the n x n identity 
matrix. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose C E M.(R) and e is a nonnegative integer. 
(1) Zf VE GL,(F) is such that D = VCV-’ is diagonal and P(X)E 
P[x] is such that W= V’p(D) V is nonsingular then WCW-’ = c’. 
(2) If W E GL,(F) and B E GL,(F) satisfy WCW-’ = c’ and 
W@ B = X’X with XE GL, +.(R) then X(C@ Z,) X-’ is a symmetric matrix 
in cls,(C@Z,). 
Now suppose that 0 is a totally real algebraic integer. The first step in 
the proof is to select C in M,(Z) having 8 as an eigenvalue and exhibit 
a matrix V which diagonalizes C. This can be done as follows: let 
f(x) E Q [x] be the manic irreducible polynomial for 8, 8, = 0, 8, ,..., 8, _, 
the roots of f(x) which are assumed real, V= V(0) the Vandermonde 
matrix (ej), 0 < i, i < n - 1, and C = C, the companion matrix for f; i.e., the 
matrix satisfying (1, 0, . . . . (9-l) C=0(1, 8, . . . . (9-l). Then VC=D(O) V 
with D(O) the diagonal matrix having 8,, . . . . 0,-i on the diagonal. 
We next seek p(x) E Q[x] so that W= V’p(D(f3)) V is unimodular over 
Z[ l/p] for a suitable prime p (Lemma 2), and a BE GL,(Q), e = 1 or 2, 
such that WO B decomposes as X’X for some x~GL,(Z[l/pq]) for a 
suitable prime q (Lemma 3 with previous and following comments). In 
these events, Lemma 1 implies that U = X(C@ Z,) X-’ is a symmetric 
matrix over Z[ l/pq], and U clearly has 8 as an eigenvalue. Since the proof 
provides infinitely many choices for p, q, we conclude that there are 
relatively prime integers k, k’ such that ke, k’tI are eigenvalues of symmetric 
matrices in M n+.(Z), and it follows from Lemma 4 that tI is an eigenvalue 
of some symmetric integral t x t matrix where t ,< (n + 2)*. 
Note that if tr = trQCeYa is the trace map then W= (tr(p(0) 0’0’)) and 
(det V)* = no<i<j<n- 1 (e,- ej)’ = L IlY:df’(e,) = + NFco,lF(f’(e)). Since 
tr is nonsingular, the Z-dual of z[e] can be identified with Z[e] # = 
{OE o[e]: tr(oo)EZ for all o~Z[e]) = (i/f’(e)) iqe] [S, Proposition 2, 
p. 581. Thus to ensure that W is integral, we need only select p(B) = 
q(Q”‘(e)EZ[O]“. W will be unimodular if q(8) is a unit in Z[0] and w  
is positive detinite if p(8) is totally positive. These conditions are clearly 
necessary for T= W@ B to decompose as X’X over Z. The presence of the 
latter conditions will not imply in general the existence of such a decom- 
position over Z (e.g., when the rank of W exceeds 7), but we will show that 
by inverting suitable primes p, q, W and B can be selected so that T 
decomposes as X’X over Z [ l/pq]. 
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LEMMA 2. Let f (x) be a manic irreducible polynomial over h all of whose 
roots are real, d a root of f(x), and V= V(O) the Vandermonde matrix 
for 8. Then there is apolynomialp(x) E Q(O)[x] such that W= V’p(D(t3)) V 
is positive definite and has entries in Z. Moreover, W can be selected to have 
determinant a prime p = 1 mod 4. 
Proof Let m be a positive integer such that z[e] 3 mA, A the ring of 
integers in Q(0), and let 0 < 6 be real. By the approximation theorem there 
is a a in K such that ) 1 - a/f ‘(@)I u < 6 at each real valuation u on K and 
11 - ~1 D < 6 at each discrete valuation u dividing 2m. Take 6 sufficiently 
small so that u/f ‘(0) is positive at each real valuation and (CI - 1)/4m is in 
the valuation ring of each prime dividing 2m. Now let c denote the cycle 
defined by the product of the real valuations and tF’(“) where v runs through 
the valuations dividing 4m and e(u) is the exponent of the corresponding 
prime ideal in the prime factorization of 4m. The density theorem 
[S, p. 1661 provides infinitely many degree 1 prime ideals in the ray class 
aA modulo P,, the subgroup of Q(0)* of elements 0 with cr = 1 mod*c. 
Pick one, say acrA with 0 E P, and set rc = 001. Note that n/f ‘(0) is totally 
positive, rc E A, and (rt - 1)/m is in A. The latter condition implies that 
rc~Z[e]. Now express n/f’(O) as a polynomial in 8 to obtain p(x). Note 
that det W = fp where p is the norm of rc. Thus p = 1 mod 4 and is prime. 
Since W is positive definite, det W =p. 1 
Of course, the W constructed in Lemma 2 cannot decompose as X’X 
over iz since its determinant is not 1. In fact W cannot even decompose in 
this manner over Q. we can however take the direct sum of W with a 
suitably selected matrix to ensure such a decomposition over Q as follows. 
Let sp( W) denote the Hasse invariant of the quadratic space defined by the 
symmetric matrix W [6, p. 1671 and define T by T= W@ B where 
BE M,(H), e = 1 or 2, is defined as (p) if sp( W) = 1 and [I ;J with q E 3 
mod 4 a prime which is not a square modulo p if sp( W) = - 1. We claim 
that T has trivial Hasse invariant at each prime r. At an odd prime r #p, 
q, T is unimodular and consequently has trivial Hasse invariant. At the real 
prime, T is positive definite and therefore its Hasse invariant is trivial. The 
formulas for the Hasse invariant for orthogonal sums [6, p. 1671 show that 
the Hasse invariant for T is 1 at the primes p, q. Since the product over all 
primes of the Hasse invariant is 1, it follows that the Hasse invariant for 
T at 2 is also 1. 
The matrix T is a symmetric matrix conjugating C,O Z, to its transpose. 
Since T and I,,+= have the same discriminant, the same Hasse invariants, 
and the same dimension, they correspond to isometric quadratic spaces 
over the rationals [6, Theorems 63.22 and 66.41, hence T has a decom- 
position X’X with X having rational entries. The known fact that 0 is an 
eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix having rational entries follows forthwith. 
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Note however that such a decomposition cannot occur with X unimodular 
since T does not have determinant 1. Nevertheless, such a decomposition 
is possible provided the entries of X are allowed to have denominators in 
al/Pql. 
LEMMA 3. Let S denote the set of primes of H except for p, q and assume 
na2. Thengen,T=gen,I,,+~andspn,T=spn,I,,,~. 
ProoJ: Here gen, L, spn, L denote the genus and spinor genus of the 
lattice corresponding to a symmetric matrix L and the set of prime spots 
S [6, pp. 297-2981. Since the lattices corresponding to T, Zn+e sit on 
isometric spaces, we can assume that the two corresponding lattices 
L= L(T) and K= K(Z,+.) are lattices on the same space. Now L, K are 
maximal lattices with respect to any odd prime r in S, hence L and K are 
isometric over the completions with respect to odd primes in S [6, 91:2]. 
At the prime 2, the two lattices are unimodular and are therefore isometric 
since both represent odd numbers [6, 93 : 161. Thus, gen, T= gen, I,, + P. 
The fact that spn, T=spn,I,,+. is [6, 102:10]. 1 
For n > 2, the lattice L corresponding to T has a unimodular component 
of rank 3 at the prime q. Since q is odd, this component is isotropic at q 
[6, 58:6]. Thus, S is an indefinite set of spots for the space for T, and the 
Eichler-Kneser theorem gives spn, T= cls, T, the isometry class of T 
[6, 104:5]. Thus, T=X’X with XEGL n + ,(b[ l/pq] ). Since 0 is an eigen- 
value for X(C,@ 1,) X-l, it follows by clearing denominators that there is 
a positive integer k divisible by no primes other than perhaps p, q, such 
that k0 is the eigenvalue of the integral symmetric matrix kX(Cf OZ,) X-l. 
Since there are infinitely many choices for the primes p, q, we conclude that 
there are relatively prime integers k, k’ for which kB and k’6 appear as 
eigenvalues for (perhaps different) symmetric nonsingular matrices having 
integers as entries. The proof of the theorem is now concluded with the 
observation: 
LEMMA 4. The algebraic integers which appear as eigenvalues of 
symmetric matrices are a subring of the ring of all algebraic integers. 
ProoJ: (see [4] for example). If crz, b are eigenvalues of A, B, 
respectively, then a/I and a - jI are eigenvalues of A 0 B and A 0 I- I@ B 
respectively. 1 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that 8 occurs as an eigenvalue 
of a t x t integer matrix with t = (n + 2)*, n = [Q(@:Q]. It is likely that the 
argument could be refined to reduce t to (n + 1)2, but we do not know how 
to reduce to O(n) as is the case over the rationals. 
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